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ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY.

The works of this company were established by 'I'homas Rogers in tlie year

183 T, and from 1832 were carried on under the firm name of Rogers. Ketchum &
Grosvenor until the death of Thomas Rogers in the year 1856, when they were reor-

ganized under a charter with the title of The Rogers Locomotive & Machine Works,

with his son, J S. Rogers, as President, who from that time until 1893 continued in

that capacity to manage the business of these works. From February, 1893, they

were continued under the name of the Rogers Locomotive Company with Robert S.

Hughes as President, and Reuben AVells as Superintendent.

Since Thomas Rogers commenced to build locomotives in Paterson not

only has the machine as a whole been going through a process of evolution, but

there has also been a development of its various parts to the functions which they

have to perform.

The -'Sandusky," the first locomotive built by Thomas Rogers in 1837,

weighed probably less than ten tons. Since then the weights have gradually in-

creased, and it is now no uncommon thing to build locomotives in these works weigh-

ing seventy-five tons and over. The working pressure in the boilers has also been in-

creased from about one liundred pounds per square inch in the first Rogers engines

built, to one liundred and eighty, and in some cases to two hundred pounds, in

engines built during the past few years.

Within the past fi\'e years a number of new and improved tools have been

added, specially designed for the work to be done, so that the shops are now equipped

with the most approved modern tools for doing accurate work, and with a comjilete

system of templates and gauges by the use of which the similar parts of locomotives

of the same class are furnished with a degree of precision which insures their being

interchangeable, thus making it practicable to supply duplicate parts of locomotives

built at these works at the shortest notice.

The Company has now every facility which long e.xperience, thorough organ-

ization and abundant cai>ital can provide for turning out high class work and for

conducting the business of manufacturing locomotives m the most perfect manner

possible.
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THE FOLLOWING IS A GENERAL DESCRIPTION BLANK USED IN GIVING

THE DIMENSIONS, WEIGHTS AND OTHER DETAILS IN THE CON-

STRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF WHAT ARE CALLED THE ROGERS STAND-

ARD LOCOMOTIVES, AND A COPY OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MATERI-

ALS USED UNLESS A DIFFERENT ONE IS DESIRED BY THE PURCHASER.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER.

Gauge Cylinders pairs of Driving Wheels in. diam.

and Wheel Truck. Boiler top

No, Injector Wheel Tender gallon Tank

Fixed wheel base of Engine Total wheel base of Engine

Weight on Drivers about Total wheel base of Engine and Tender

Weight on Truck about Total weight of Engine in working order about

Total weight of Tender loaded

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Gener.-vl De.sign Illustrated by Photogr-'\ph Below.

Fuel.

Boiler.

Steam Pressun

Boiler Diam.

Fuel

top Boiler, with e.xtended front, to be made of the best quality of

properly braced, longitudinal seams to be butt jointed and quadruple or sextuple

riveted wherever practicable with inside and outside welt pieces, with rivets of suitable size alter-

nated on each side of main seam. Extra pieces riveted to inside of side sheets, providing double

thickness for studs of expansion braces. To sustain a working pressure of pounds per

square inch. All plates planed at edges.

Outside diameter of Shell at Smoke Box inches.

Thickness of Boiler plates, cylindrical part inch, slope sheet inch, wagon-top

inch, throat sheet inch, back head sheet inch, side sheets of shell

inch. Cleaning plugs in corners, and in back head and on sides

at top of crown sheet at suitable points for washing and in front Hue sheet. Blow-off cock in front

or rear of furnace. Stay bolts to be of

The upper rows to be - inch diameter, the other rows inch diameter

and not over inches from centre to centre.
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Radial Stays.

Crown Bars to be made of two bars welded together at end and in number

inches centre to centre, to have good bearing on sides of furnace and fitted with round

taper washers down to the Crown Sheet, covering as little space as possible, and secured to Crown

Sheet by button head bolts inch in diameter with nut and washer on top of crown bar.

Crown bars securely braced to the shell of the boiler and dome with sling slays, flat surface on the

sides of the connection between wagon top and cylinder part to be ribbed and braced across from

side to side above flues.

The Crown Sheet is supported by radial stays, the stays which are inch diameter in the

body and inch diameter at the thread in the crown sheet, are screwd through crown and shell

sheets and spaced inches between centres. The centre six or more longitudinal rows have

button heads under the crown sheet.

Belpaire Firebox With the P.elpaire type of Firebox the crown sheet is supported by vertical stays inch

diameter in the body and inch diameter at the thread in the crown sheet, screwed through

the crown and roof sheets, and spaced inches between centres. The flat sides above the

crown sheets are braced by rows of cross stays at ij-s inch diameter in the body and i^
inch diameter where screwed through the sheets and the lower two rows are nutted on the outside of

the sheets.

The back head and front flue sheets of all boilers are thoroughly braced by heavy T irons and by

longitudinal braces to the shell of the boiler. The Firebox Flue sheet is also strongly braced to the

barrel of the boiler below the flues.

Furnace. Furnace, inside length about inches ; width about

inches ; back inches. Furnace plates of

inch thick, sides and back. Crown sheet

Furnace Flue Sheet inch thick.

Flue Sheet Smoke Box inch thick.

Boiler tested to pounds pressure per square inch.

About to be of

inches ; height, front about

inch thick

Test.

Flues long in outside diameter.

wire gauge and of best quality.

Dome.

Safety Valves.

Dry Pipe.

Throttle Valve.

Steam Pipes and
Exiiaust Pipes.

Smol<e Stacl<.

Grate Bars.

Ash Pan.

Fire Door.

inches diameter, inches high.

lockup valves fitted with relief lever,

inches outside diameter inch thick.

nozzle

Bricl< Arch.

Jacket.

Foot Plate.

Cylinders.

Dry Pipe of lap welded iron

In dome, double seat balance poppet pattern.

Steam Pipes and E.xhaust Pipes of cast iron of suitable area. Exhaust

Smoke Stack for burning of approved design and proportions

pattern.

To be inches long, litted with air tight front and door, spark outlet, deflecting plate and

steel wire netting all in the most approved manner.

Grate Bars of cast iron with drop plate at front.

Ash Pan with damper at each end operated from foot board.

The Fire Hole Ring and its door of cast iron with planed joint ; the ring well fitted and held to

the boiler head by studs.

Supported on

Boiler lagged with and covered with iron. Bands

of

Frame to be of best hammered iron made in two sections. Pedestals forged solid with main frame

and protected from wear of boxes by cast iron gibs and wedges. Front rails bolted and keyed to

main frames and with front and back lugs forged on for cylinder connections. Frames

inches wide, planed and fitted to standard dimensions. The Pedestals to have one movable and

one fixed gib. Pedestal Caps secured by two well fitted bolts on each end.

Foot Plate securely bolted and lugged to frame.

Cylinders inches diameter, inches stroke, each cylinder and half saddle

cast in one piece, reversible and interchangeable, to be made of close grained cast iron as hard as

can be worked, and accurately fitted and drilled to templates. Valve seat raised

above the steam chest seat.

inches
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Driving Wheels. pairs of Driving Wlieels

steel

inches diameter outside of Tires. Tires of

flangedincii thick when finished

plain.

Wheel Centres of spokes, turned to inches diameter, correctly quartered.

Counterbalance. Each wheel counterbalanced accurately to the weight of its crank pin and hub, and of the rods

resting on its pin, and also to an equal portion of the total percent, of the reciprocating weight that

is to be balanced. The reciprocating parts are all made as light as is consistent with the necessary

strength and wearing surfaces.

and to have

inches diameter. Axles of the best quality of

inches diameter with Journal inches,

inches diameter,

inches long.

and of good proportions,

with round top brasses pressed in from the side.

Engine Truck. Engine Truck to be centre bearing

Wheels

Crank Pins.

Driving Boxes.

Driving Axles to be of best quality of

journals inches diameter,

Crank Pins of

Driving Bo.xes of best quality of

and pinned with '/s inch diaineter brass pins at the top quarters of the bo:

All driving bo.\ and truck box bearings to be of the best

Connecting Connecting Rods to be of well forged
Rods.

section. Front end fitted with

fitted with

Oil cups on

Parallel Rods. Parallel Rods to be of well forged

section. At pins, fitted with

Pins with

All rod bearings to be of the best quality of

Piston Rods. Piston Rods to be of

Body

and brasses.

Body

at

Valve Stems.

Cross Heads.

Guides.

Valve IVIotion.

Eccentrics
and Straps.

Lifting Shaft.

Pumps and
Injectors.

Equalizers.

packing.

Piston and Followers to be of cast

approved pattern

.

Fitted with

Cross Heads of

Pattern of crosshead of

Cuides to be of

Oil cups on.

inches in diameter, fitted with

Packing rings, cast iron of

packing,

ith bearings of

type.

type

of the

finished and well secm-ed to cylinder head and to the guide yoke.

Valve .Motion to be Shifting link motion with yoke at driving axle and straight eccentric rods, grad

uated to cut off equally at all points of the stroke and thoroughly case hardened. Links

inches wide on the face. Sliding blocks with long flanges.

Slide Valve of cast iron balanced. Valves oiled from

Sight feed oilers in cab through copper pipes under jacket.

Rocker Shafts of the best hammered iron. Rocker Bo.xes of cast iron.

Eccentrics and straps of cast iron with face inches wide. Large

upper and lower side.

Eccentrics secured to driving axle by set screws and keys.

Lifting shaft of wrought iron, with solid arms forged on.

Pump

Equalizers of best hammered iron, fitted with steel bearings for hanger gibs

chambers on both

Injectors.
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Springs.
Springs of approved make of cast steel. Tempered in oil

Spring- hangers of refined iron, fitted with steel gibs.

Expansion Plates Expansion plates of flange steel of suitable dimensions, well secured by studs and bolts.

PiM. Pilot of hardwood, iron bound, substantially built and well braced.

Draw Head. Draw head of type.

Bumper. Bumper of hard wood, extending to outside of each cylinder, securely fastened to Engine Frame,

covered and faced with Iron and backed by steel plate ^j inch thick, the same width as bumper and

about 7 feet long.

Cab. Cab to be of painted, double thick, glass window, tin roof,

fitted with iron corner and bracket pieces at running board and at roof, fastened to a cast iron

"arch" piece attached to the top of the boiler, and all securely bolted together. Back end to be

type.

Doors and sash provided with substantial fastenings. Cab fitted with signal gong, cab lamp,

cushioned seats, arm rests and the necessary tool boxes.

Running Boards. Running boards of with T iron edge polished.

Hand Rails. Hand rails of polished. Columns of iron polished.

Oil Cups. Oil cups of the proper size are provided at all places where necessary.

Sundries. Steam gauge, sandbox, head light stand, bell, whistle, blower, gauge cocks, and turret with dry

pipe to dome inside the boiler, fitted with a shut off valve for supplying steam to injectors, air

brake and blower.

Springs.

Tank.

Axles.

Drawhead.

Tools.

Brake.

Train Signal.

Steam Heat.

Head Lamp.

made and

inches. Tank

tons of coal.

TENDER.
Tender frame to be of

braced in the most substantial manner. To have two four wheel Trucks of

pattern. Each truck to have two pairs of

wheels inches diameter. Upper bolsters of

lower bolsters of Springs pattern.

Axles to be of best with journals

of Steel, of gallons (231 cubic inches) capacity, with space for

Top, inside and bottom plates thick ; outside plates thick.

Tender fitted with a powerful hand brake, an iron bound wooden tool box on back end of frame and

two on top of the tank.

At back of tender

Engine and Tender to have a complete set of all the usual tools, such as hammers, chisels,

wrenches, pinch bar, jackscrews, fire tools and oil cans all of best quality.

All material and workmanship to be of the best quality, work accurately fitted, all parts to bear

perfect proportion to each other, rendering the whole machine, when complete, first-class in every

respect. Each engine will be run by steam before leaving the builders' shops. .^11 principal parts

accurately fitted to gauges, and thoroughly interchangeable. All bolts and nuts of United States

Standard thread. Engine and Tender to be well painted and varnished. Lettering and numbering

to be as specified by the purchaser.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR MATERIALS.

The materials used for the construction of this locomotive are in conformity

with the following requirements, unless the use of special material or specifications

are requested by the purchaser.

Boiler and Fire- Flanse Steel, tensile strenarth 5=;,ooo to 6=;,ooo lbs. per square inch of section, elongation not
box Steel.

, ,

^
. ,, . ,

^ "

less than 20 per cent, m b inches.

Test piece, after having rough edges removed, must be able, without annealing, to bend

over on itself both hot and cold, and after being heated to a cherry red and dipped in water at 80

degrees, without showing cracks or flaws on outside edge.

Firebo.x Steel, tensile strength 50,000 to 58,000 lbs. per square inch of section, elongation

not less than 22 per cent, in 8 inches.

Plates will be rejected if analysis shows them to contain—Carbon, over .25 or below .15
;

Phosphorus, over .035 ; Manganese, over .45 ; Sulphur, over .035 ;
Silicon, over .03.

Should any plates develop defects in working, they will be rejected.

Staybolt Iron. Tensile strength should be 49,000 lbs. with an elongation of 28 per cent, in 8 inches.

If the tensile strength is less than 47,000 lbs., or the elongation less than 26 per cent., or if

the fracture is crystalline, the iron will be rejected. Iron must be free from seams, and take a good

thread with dies in fair working order. Steel will not be accepted.

Boiler Tubes. All tubes must be lap welded and made of charcoal iron. A careful examination will be

made of each tube, and those showing imperfect welds, pit holes, or other defects, will be rejected.

Tubes must be straight and not over ^ inch out of round. The thickness at any part must

not be less than the gauge ordered, nor greater at the thickest part than one gauge more than

ordered.

Tubes must stand the following Test :

A section i}{ inch long, taken at random, must stand hammering down vertically until solid

without cracking or splitting. They must stand expanding and bending over without crack or flaw.

Tank Steel. Sheets to be of uniform thickness, sheared square and closely to sizes ordered, with a varia-

tion of not over 7 per cent, from the estimated weight. The metal must be soft, homogeneous

steel, free from surface defects. Sheets with rough irregular surface, pit holes, cinder spots, etc.,

will be rejected.

Test strips must stand bending hot or cold through iSo degrees over a mandrel whose diam-

eter is i}4 times the thickness of the sheet, Avithout showing cracks or signs of fracture.

Steel Castings. Castings must be free from blow holes and shrinkage cracks.

Tensile strength should be 65,000 lbs., with an elongation of 16 per cent, in two inches.

Castings having a tensile strength of less that 55,000 lbs., and an elongation of less than 10 per

cent, in two inches, will be rejected. Castings badly warped or distorted, which will not true up

properly to drawing, will be rejected.

Bar Iron. Must be thoroughly welded, free from scams, blisters and cinder spots, with a fibrous frac-

ture, free from crystalization. A greater variation than 2)< per cent, from the estimated weight

will not be allowed.

The tensile strength should be 50,000 lbs. per square inch, and an elongation of iS per cent.

:n S inches.

Iron showing a tensile strength of less than 48,000 lbs., with an elongation of less than 14

per cent, in 8 inches, will be rejected,

steel Forgings. The steel blooms used for the forgings of axles, crank pins, main and parallel rods, piston

rods, etc., must be of open hearth steel having a tensile strength of 85,000 lbs. per square inch,

with an elongation of 20 per cent, in two inches.

Material with a tensile strength of less than 80,000 lbs. or an elongation of less than 15 per

cent., or with phosphorus exceeding .05, will be rejected.

Steel Shapes. Angles channels, tees, etc., must be free from injurious seams, &c., variation from estimated

weight not to exceed 5 per cent.
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Tensile strength from 50,000 to 67,000 lbs., with an elongation of not less than 18 per cent,

in 8 inches. Specimens must stand bending through iSo degrees to an inner diameter equal to its

own thickness, without crack or flaw.

^*
"^"wheels. Will be furnished with guaranteed mileage as follows ;

—

26 in. and 28 in. wheels not less than 40,000 miles.

30 in. " " " " 45,000 "

33 in. 50,000 "

According to Master Car Builders' Association recommended practice, adopted 1S93.

Or if preferred wheels will be furnished from approved specifications or make, with drop test,

but without guarantee.

Firebox Copper Plates for firebo.KCs should contain not less than 99.5 per cent, of pure copper, and be free

from flaws, cracks or other defects.

Tensile strength must not be less than 30,000 lbs. per square inch, with an elongation of not

less than 20 per cent, in 2 inches.

Copper Stay Copper for stay bolts should contain not less than 99.5 per cent, of pure copper, and be free

from defects.

The tensile strength must not be less than 30,000 lbs. per square inch, with an elongation of

not less than 20 per cent, in two inches.
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THE TRACTIVE POWER OF LOCOMOI'lVES.

There is some difference in the figures given by various authorities to indicate

the proportion which the friction or adhesion of the wheels on the rails bears to the

wei'^ht on them. The figures which are perhaps used most in practice are those

pubhshed in Molesworth's " Pocket-Book of Engineering Formulae." These are as

follows :

ADHESION PER TON OF 2,240 LBS. ON THE DRIVING-WHEELS.

IV/tm the rails are very dry 600 lbs. per ton.

When the rails are very wet 550 " " "

In ordinarv English 'u'ealhcr 45°

In misty ^veather. if the rails are greasy 300

In frosty or snowy weather 200

In D. K. Clark's " Manual for Mechanical Engineers," page 724, he gives a

report of experiments made by M. Poiree on the Paris & Lyons Railroad -with a

wagon by skidding the wheels. Of these experiments Clark says :

" At speeds under 20 miles per hour it appears from the table that, wlien the rails are dry, the

co-efficient of friction, or the adhesion, is one-fifth of the weight, and that on very dry rails it is one-

fourth. As the speed is increased, the adhesion is reduced. These data are corroborative of the

results of the autlior's e.xperiments on the ultimate tractive force of locomotives on dry rails, from

which he obtained a co-efficient of friction equal to one-fifth of the weight, at speeds of about 10

miles per hour."

In the paper " On Effect of Brakes upon Railway Trains," read by Captain

Galton before the Institution of Mechanicals Engineers,* the following determination

of the adhesion of wheels is given. It must be kept in mind, too, that he makes the

distinction between "adhesive" and sliding friction. By "adhesive" is meant the

friction between rolling wheels and the track

:

' On dry rails it was found that the co-efficient of adhesion of the wheels was generally over

o. 20. In some cases it rose to 0.25 or even higher. On wet or greasy rails without sand, it fell as

low as 0.15 in an experiment, but averaged about o. iS. With the use of sand on wet rails it was

above 0.20 at all times ; and when the sand was applied at the moment of a starting, so that the wind

of the rotating wheels did not blow it away, it rose up to 0.35, and even above 0.40."

This is probably the most correct determination of the adhesion of wheels that

has so far been made, and shows that the ordinary rule of taking the adhesion at one-

fifth of the weight in the driving-wheels is quite within the limits of ordinary practice

Even on a wet or grea.sy rail, with the use of sand, it was above 0.20 at all times.

Under favorable conditions, without sand, it may in making calculations be estimated

to be one-fotiiiJi.

* See Engineerings of May 2, 1870, page 371.
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In order to put these figures in a form in which they can easily be remembered

and conveniently used, they may be given as follows:

ADHESION OF LOCOMOTIVES.

Under ordinary conditions, imthout using sand on \ Qne-fifth the weight on the driving-wheels.
the rails, or on wet sanded rails '

Under favorable conditions without sand ,- One-fourth the weight on the driving-wheels.

On a drv sanded rail . > One-third the weight on the driving-wlieels

These may be taken as working data. It may be stated that the most recent

experiments have shown that the resistance of good American cars does not exceed

6 lbs. per ton of 2,000 lbs. at slow speeds on a straight and level track, and when in

the best condition and good weather it is probably not over 4 lbs The wind, how-

ever, has an important influence, and as this is very variable it is hardly safe to take

the resistance, under the conditions named above, at less than 6 lbs. per ton.

With reference to the influence of speed on the resistance, it must be admitted

that our knowledge is somewhat inexact, and probably the law or laws which govern

it are not fully understood. The following rule, though, will give results which do

not differ materially from those given by the most reliable ex])eriments which have

thus far been made.

To get the resistance per ton (of 2.000 lbs.) of a train on a straight and level

track at any given speed

:

Si/uare the speed in wiles per hour and divide by iji and add 6.

To get the resistance per ton due to any grade

:

Multiply the rise in feetper mile by 0.3788 and add the result to the resistance due

to the speed on a straight and level track.

Our knowledge of the resistance due to curves, like that due to speed, is not

very exact, but the most reliable information we have indicates that the resistance is

equal to about half a pound per ton per degree of curvature for a standard gauge

track.

We may then tabulate these calculations as follows :

RESISTANCE OF TRAINS.

On straight and level track at low speeds 6 lbs. per ton of 2,000 lbs.

For resistance due to speed: Square the speed in wiles per hour and

divide by iji — '
* " "

For resistance due to grade : Multiply the rise in feet per mile by o.jySS,— " " "

For resistance due to curves : Add ]4. 1^'- /«''' degree of curvature — " " "

Total.

If the radius of the curve is given, the " degree " may be found approximately

by dividing the radius into 5730. This rule is correct enough for oidinary curves of

over 500 feet radius.
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To calculate how much a locomotive will pull, the rule used by M. N. Forney

m his Catechism of the Locomotive will be found to be as simple as an}' other, as

follows :

" By multiplying together the area of the piston in square inches, the average

St am ])ressure in pounds per square inch on the piston during the whole stroke, and

four times the length of the stroke of the piston in inches and dividing the product by

the circumference of the driving wheel in inches, will give the tractive power exerted

in pounils."

To make the calculation it is, therefore, necessary to know or determine ;

ist.—The diameter of the cylinder and length of stroke.

2d.—The diameter of driving wheels.

3d.—The average steam pressure on the piston for the whole length of the

stroke.

4th.—Grade and degrees of curvature of the road.

5th —Speed at which the train is to be hauled.

For example, suppose we want to calculate how much a consolidation

locomotive with 20 inch cylinders, a stroke of 26 inches and drivers 54 inches

diameter will pull up a grade of 70 feet per mile with 9° curves and at a speed of 15

miles per hour, assuming that the average pressure on the pistons for the whole

length of the stroke is 125 lbs. per square inch.

The cylinders being 20 inches in diameter the area of the piston would be

314.16 square inches; the average pressure on it 314. i6x 125 = 39,270 pounds. As

each piston moves through 52 inches during one revolution, the total for the two (four

times the length of the stroke) would be 104 inches. Therefore, 39,270 X 104=4,084-

080, and as the circumference of the driving wheel is 169.6 inches, the tractive force

of such an engine would be 4,084,080^169.6=24.080 lbs. As the weight necessary

to give the requisite amount of adhesion should be about five (5) times the tractive

force, developed when doing full work, this locomotive should have 24,080x5= 120,-

400 lbs. on its drivers, and its total weight would be about 138,000 lbs. The weight

of the tender would be, say about 74,000 lbs., making a total of 106 tons for engine

and tender.

The resistance per ion would be as follows :
'

Resistance on straight and level track f>.o lbs.

15x15
" due to speed = = i-3

" grade ^ 70XO.37SS = 26.5

" curve = gii'A = 4-5

Total 3S.3 lbs.
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Therefore, as each ton will have a resistance of 38.3 lbs., and as the engine is

capable of e.xerting a tractive force of 24.080 lbs. the total load which it can pull up

such a grade would be represented by ^^^^

—

— 6287 tons. As the engine and
3°-3

tender weigh about 106 tons the train which the engine would pull will be represented

b)- 62S.7— [06 = 522.7 tons. Such a locomotive at a train speed of 15 miles per

hour would have a piston speed of about 400 feet per minute. To make up the loss

of steam pressure from friction in passing through the pipes and steam ports and from

compression at that piston speed so as to give an average effective pressure on the

pistons of 125 lbs. per square inch for the wliole length of the stroke, would require a

boiler pressure of about 170 lbs. Indicator tests show that as the speed of the piston

increases, the average effective steam pressure on it decreases, other things being

equal, due, of course, to the causes mentioned above.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BOILER PRESSURE AND THE AVERACzE

EFFECTIVE ON THE PISTONS FOR THE WHOLE
LENGTH OF THE STROKE.

The following data given in table No. i, and as illustrated in the diagram Fig. 2,

was obtained from the averages of a large number of the most reliable indicator tests

available made with locomotives built by nearly all the different builders in this

country, and also locomotives built by a number of Railroad Companies in their own

shops. In manv cases the point of cut-off at the time was not known, but as the

tests were made mostly to determine the power the engine would develop, it is most

likely the cut-off in such cases was at the point where the engine would do its maxi-

mum work at that piston speed. It is probable that the averages in some cases were

reduced slightly by more or less wire drawing at the throttle valve, or fi"om the valve

motion not being of the best in its proportions. It is therefore likely that with a

good valve motion large ports and steam passages, and a wide open throttle, the

average effective pressure for the stroke will be fountl to be somewhat above rather

than below theper cent, of boiler pressure given in the table and shown in the diagram,

at all, except the slowest speeds. At any rate the figures as given are probably as re-

liable as any that can be obtained at present on the subject.
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TABLE 2.

PEF

10 20 30

i r :
: : . :

—
-n ' i-n 1 1-1+^

1
'1

1 ^ r 1 iiiii -b
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PISTON SPEED. FEET PER MINUTE.

24 Incli Stroke.
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TABLE 4.

PISTON SPEED. FEET PER MINUTE.

24 Incli Stroke.
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The piston speed in feet i)er minute for a stroke of 24 inches for the different

speeds in miles per hour and drivers from 36 inches to 96 inches diameter is given in

tables 3 and 4, pages 18 and 19. The two columns on the left give the diameter of

the driver and the number of revolutions per mile due to its diameter.

To ascertain the piston speed per miniite when the drivers are say 62 inches diam-

eter and speed of engine 40 miles per hour take the figures in the vertical column for

that speed (40 miles) corresponding to that giving the diameter and revolutions of the

drivers, which in this case gives for the revolutions 272 and piston speed 867 feet per

minute, due to a speed of 40 miles per hour. For a speed of 20 miles with 50 inch

drivers the revolutions per minute as given are 134 and the piston speed 537 feet per

minute, and so on.
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TRACTIVE FORCE PER POUND OF EFFECTIVE PRESSURE

ON THE PISTONS.

Tables 5 and 6, pages 22 and 23 give the tractive force at the rail for each pound of

average effective pressure on the pistons for the whole length of the stroke. The figures

in the horizontal column at top represents the diameter of drivers and the figures in the

vertical column under that for the drivers, corresponding to that in the column of cylin-

der dimensions, gives the tractive force for each pound effective on the pistons. For

instance, to find that due to 19x26 inch cylinders and drivers 62 inches diameter,

take the figures in the column for a 62 inch diameter driver that are opposite the

dimensions of the cylinders, which in this case is 1512, that is, the engine will exert

a tractive force at the rails of 151.2 pounds for each pound of average effective pres-

sure on the pistons for the whole length of the stroke. In the case of an engine with

10 X 18 hich cylinders and 45 inch drivers the ratio would be 40 pounds of tractive

force to each pound effective on the pistons, and so on.
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TABLE 5.

DIAMETER OF DRIVERS.

Dia.
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CYLINDER,

Dia.
I
Stroke.! 45

9

9
10
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WEIGHT ON DRIVERS.

The proportion of the total weight of the locomotive that is carried on its driving-

wheels, varies with the different types.

In the ordinary eight-wheel American type the proportion of the total weight of

the engine carried on its driving wheels, is about 64 per cent, when the tire-box

extends down between the two axles, but when the back driving axle is located

under the fire-box it is usually about 68per cent, of its total weight.

In the ten-wheel locomotive where the back driving axle is located behvid the

fire-box, the weight on the drivers is about 74 per cent., and when the back axle is

under the fire-box it is about 78 per cent of the total weight of the engine.

In the Mogul engine where the back driving axle is located behind the tire-box

the proportion carried on the driving wheels is about 83 per cent , but when the

back axle is under the fire-box it will be about 86 per cent, of the total weight of the

engine.

The consolidation type of engine has about 86 per cent, of its total weight on the

drivers, when two of the driving axles are located under the fire-box, but when the

back axle only is under the fire-box, it is about 89 per cent.

For convenience these figures are arranged in tabular torm :

Proportion of the total Aveight of the locomotive.

Kind OF Locomotive.
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The table on the opposite page which gives the resistance in pounds per ton

(of 2000 lbs.) is taken from Forney's Catechism of the Locomotive and vv^as calculated

by the rules given on a former page. The various speeds are indicated in the head-

ing at the top of the columns, and the rate of gradients (rise in feet per mile) is given

in the first column on the left.
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TABLE OF RESISTANCES OF RAILROAD TRAINS,

on a straight track,

With Different Grades and Speeds.

J^'i
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1

PLATES AND TABLES OF DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITY OF

LOCOMOTIVES OF 4 FT., &}'i IN. GAUGE OR WIDER.

IN the following tables the principal dimensions, weight, etc., and the calculated

•' capacity for hauling loads is given for the different classes of locomotives

manufactured by the Rogers Locomotive Company.

The hauling capacity is based on the average piston pressure for the whole

stroke as it is affected b)' changes in the speed of the piston, as explained in the

preceding pages. At lower train speeds than those given in the Tables of Dimen-

sions and Capacity, the piston speed will, of course, be less and consequently the

pressure will be greater and the locomotive will haul a proportionally greater load

than that given in the table

The calculations are made for straight lines, and for the grades and speeds

specified in each table. An allowance which has been explained on a former page

must be made for curves.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft., Sli in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate I.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENCxERS.

Gauge, 4 ft., S^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shoivn by Plate II.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. 81,4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shozvn by Plate HI.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY

Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8y^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Antliracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate IV.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.

17 X 24

18 X 24

19 X 24

19x24

rg X 26
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. Sj4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design sliown by Plate V.

Cylinders.

Diameter
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. 814 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Desioji s/unvii by Plate VI.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8}^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

Ge7ieral Design shown by Plate I'll.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives
FOR FREIGHT.

COMPOUND FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8j4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate VIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS OR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate IX.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^^ in., or wider. F"ue], Bituminous Coal or Wood.

General Design shown by Plate X.

Cylinders.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^/^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XI.

Cylinders.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft. S^4 in-, or wider Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shoivn by Plate XII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft. Sy^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XIV.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS OR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8}4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

Getieral Design shown by Plate X J '.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., Sy^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Desisin shown by Plate X VI.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.

19 X 26

20 X 26
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Mogul Locomotives
COMPOUND

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8 >2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shoivii by Plate XVII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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ROGER.S LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY

Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8^4 in., or wider Fuel, Bituminous Coal

General Desitr/t shoivn by Plate XVIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., iij4 in , or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XIX.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Compound Locomotive

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft, 8y2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design show7i by Plate XX.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^ in., or wider. Fuel, Anthracite Coal.

General Design shoivn by Plate XXI.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS OR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft, 8^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

Getieral Design shown by Plate XXII.

Cyhnders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shozvn by Plate XXIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXIV.

Cylinders.

Diameter
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft, 8^^ in. or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXV.

Cylinders^
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Ten Wheel Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS.

Gauge, 4 ft., SVj in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXVf.

Cylinders.
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Consolidation Locomotive

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 854 in., or wider Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXVII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Consolidation Locomotive

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4, It , S>^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXVJII.

Cylinders.
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Consolidation Locomotive

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 81^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXIX.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Decapod Locomotive

FOR FREIGHT.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shozvn by Plate XXX.

Cylinders.
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Four Wheel Locomotives

FOR SWITCHING.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Antliracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXX I.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Six Wheel Locomotives

FOR SWITCHING.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^^ in., or wider. F"uel, Bituminous or Antliracite Coal

General Design shoivn by Plate XXXII.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

.Stroke.

INCHES.
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Four Wheel Tank Locomotives

FOR SWITCHING.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^ in., or wider Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXXIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Six Wheel Tank Locomotives

FOR SWITCHING.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8j4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXXIV.
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Six Wheel Tank Locomotives
(four IiRIVING .AND TWO TK.AILING WHEELS.)

FOR SWITCHING.
On Curves as Sharp as 6o Feei- Radius.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>^ in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXXV.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Double-Ender
WITH TANK OVER REAR TRUCK.

FOR SUBURBAN PASSENGER SERVICE.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design sIloiuji by Plate X\X VI.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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10 Wheel Double-Ender Locomotive

WITH TANK OVER REAR TRUCK.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>2 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXXVII.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Forney Engine

WITH TANK OVER TRUCK.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8>< in., or wider. Fuel, Anthracite or Bituminous Coal.

General Design sliown by Plate XXX]"III.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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12 Wheel Double-Eiider Locomotives
WITH TANK OVER REAR TRUCK.

FOR SUBURBAN PASSENGER SERVICE.

Gauge, 4 ft., 8^i in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XXXIX.
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12 Wheel Doiible-Bncler Locomotives

WITH TANK OVER REAR TRUCK.

FOR SUBURBAN PASSENGER SERVICE.

Gauge, 4 ft., Sj4 in., or wider. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Design shown by Plate XL.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Eight Wheel Standard Locomotives

FOR PASSENGERS OR FREIGHT.

Narrow Gauge Track. Fuel, Bituminous Coal or Wood.

General Design shown by Plate XL I.

Cylinders.

,
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Special Locomotives
(four driving and two trailing wheels.)

FOR FREIGHT.

Narrow Gauge Track. Fuel, Bituminous or Anthracite Coal.

General Desitrn slioivn by Plate XLII.

Cylinders.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Narrow Gauge Track. F'uel, Bituminous Coal or Wood.

General Design shown by Plate XLIII.

Cylinders.

Diameter

and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Mogul Locomotives

FOR FREIGHT.

Narro\¥ Gauge Track. F"uel, Bituminous Coaler Wood.

General Design shotvii by Plate XLIV.

Cylinders.

Diameter
and

Stroke.

INCHES.
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Four Wheel Tank Locomotive

FOR SWITCHING.

Narrow Gauge Track. Fuel, Bituminous Coal or Wood.

General Design shown by Plate XL V.

Cylinders.

Diameter
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